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BY BETH SNYDER BULIK
the long reach of the internet,it turns out,is very often limited to one’s own neighborhood. While people can connect to
long-lost friends in China, play chess with a stranger in Brazil or
even make a cross-continental love match, they’re much more
likely to stick close to home. In fact, almost three-fourths of all
online activity is related to local content, according to Google.
For marketers, that means that local is no longer just a nice
add-on option. Brands—and yes, that means you, too, national marketers—need a comprehensive and integrated local
strategy that spans traditional and new media. Because today
97% of consumers use online media to research the products
and services they want to buy locally. Most (90%) use search
engines, but another 48% use internet yellow-page type listings and 42% use comparison-shopping or review sites.
By 2016, local media advertising will grow from today’s
$136 billion industry to $151 billion, according to BIA/Kelsey.
While that total includes local TV, radio and newspapers, as well
as mobile and online advertising, it’s probably no surprise that
a digital shift is happening. In 2012, for instance, 18% of the
total local media advertising will be digital, but by 2016, almost
26%, or about $39 billion, will be spent digitally.
Doing real on-the-ground local marketing can be expensive
and time-consuming for national brands. But thanks to technology,national brands now have more ways than ever to effectively control and manage local marketing. New software products
and up-and-coming service companies can automate, create,
curate and manage marketing content. Companies such as
Adcentricity, Balihoo, Compendium, Saepio, SIM Partners and
Yext, as noted by Software Advice analyst Ashley Furness in a
recent blog post,* can do such tasks as control local search listings, encourage and manage customer-created content, and create branded-marketing assets and tools for local use.
“All types of brands, from financial service to retailers to
auto dealers to insurance,now compete with online alternatives.
They also must deal with highly price-sensitive consumers and
intense competitive environments. Creating compelling marketing stories that stand out from the crowd, highlight local
offers and specials,and use personalization and localization tools
can help a brand compete,” said Wendi Sturgis, Yext’s exec VPsales and services. “We are seeing very powerful results when
advertisers own the local components of their brand, whether
on Facebook or through business listings profiles across various
publishers, localized SEM or store web pages.”
“More and more marketing is moving to the local level,
thanks to technology enablement,” said Aaron Goldman, chief
*http://blog.softwareadvice.com/articles/crm/4-cutting-edge-strategies-for-easier-localized-marketing1052212/
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marketing officer of Kenshoo. “Previously you weren’t able to
reach people at a specific local level. There was no way to target
them and no way to deliver the product or service. … [Now]
you have local businesses broadening out and offering to a
wider community, while on the other hand, you have huge
brands doing marketing in the one mile around local stores.”
The big boys certainly do want to play when it comes to
local. According to a Balihoo study, national brands with more
than $1 billion in revenue are 49% more likely to invest in
local marketing than smaller national brands with revenue
between $100 million and $250 million.
“For years pundits and marketers tossed around the term
‘local’ as if it would become an online marketing channel,
alongside search, social or display. It turns out ‘local’ is not a
channel, but is instead a layer of information that will be
ingrained in the DNA of every digital ad channel. Where a
consumer is, physically, has been digitized over the past few
years—from the rise of platforms like Facebook or Foursquare
to the socialization of Google+ Local to further advancements
in geo IP-location services and to the continued proliferation of
mobile devices. These layers of local will provide a key basis of
context to enable real-time delivery of ads with richly tailored
location data,” said Howard Lerman, Yext CEO, adding that at
the most basic level, this already occurs in SEM, with the “loca4
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tion extensions” feature from Google. Marketers can target
local search queries to specific stores and store pages.
The “My Macy’s” local strategy, for example, not only
trusts local managers to manage and customize local inventory, but also includes technology as a way to integrate stores, the
internet and mobile devices—a so-called omni-channel
approach—at the local level. “Magic Selling” focuses on better
customer service at individual stores’ floors, backed by corporate Macy’s training, tools and resources.
“For big advertisers, local is more work for them. But that’s
the precision that’s required,” said Matt O’Grady, exec VPaudience measurement at Nielsen Co. “In the top 200 DMAs,
you’d be hard-pressed to find any marketer who understands
them all. … Des Moines and Louisville may look similar
demographically, but lifestyle and behavior may be very different.” Nielsen is in the process of upgrading its local audience
measurement by increasing sample sizes across local markets
and working toward better cross-platform data measurement,
to include local TV, online, tablet and mobile measurement. Its
focus is on the “watch buy,” which is matching the data around
what people watch with what they buy. When that is applied
to local, O’Grady said, it can help marketers understand
“unique market differences. Hyperlocal means hyperattention
and hyper-knowledge. You’ve got to understand the nuances.”

Location, Location, Location:
Search, Social
Local search is big business.And it’s becoming even bigger.
About 74% of all internet users do local searches, search“SEO experts agree that ‘citations,’ (i.e., references to
ing with terms that include a “where” factor such as city
name/address/phone) may be more important in local SEO
name or ZIP code. BIA/Kelsey estimates that local search ad
than links.”
revenue will grow from $5 billion in 2010 to $8.2 billion in
There’s another reason for investing time and money in
2015, which it attributes to better targeting, increased mobile
local search, and that’s because consumers prefer it.
usage and improved integration. By 2015, the researcher preSome 80% of the mobile users surveyed in a JiWire
dicts that one-third of all online searches will be local. That
report late last year said they prefer locally relevant ads
means customers are looking for you, whether you cater to
over nonlocal advertising. They’re also more likely to act on
them or not.
local search, with three-fourths of people claimIt’s hard to overestimate the importance of
ing they took additional action after seeing a
local marketing because it is the final mile in
location-specific message, such as clicking on
the purchase cycle. It’s the last stop before a
the ad, searching for a nearby location or doing
purchase happens—whether that’s clicking to
additional research.
buy online or physically walking into a store.
Consumers also trust local listings more than
But if customers can’t find you—or correct
any other kind of search results. Approximately
information about your store or brand—with
72% of consumers surveyed said that they trust
search, the transaction is over before it has
online reviews as much as personal recommenbegun. So while it may seem elementary, one of
dations, while 52% of consumers are more likethe first steps in local marketing is getting the
ly to use a local business if it has positive reviews
correct information out there. That means
and 58% of consumers trust a business that has
ensuring all your locations and phone numbers “We’ve put a huge
positive online reviews (vs. 55% in 2010),
and other important details for every local initiative behind
according to BrightLocal’s Local Consumer
branch or shop are correct. Not a big deal for making sure ... the
Review Survey of 2012. Just 28% of consumers
small and even medium-size businesses with basics of where
cite location and/or price as a main decisionone or two or even six locations, but national people might
making factor (the same as in 2010). Only 15%
brands with thousands of outlets face a much discover you are
of consumers said that they had not used the
bigger challenge.
internet to find a local business (vs. 21% in
correct. It’s not sexy
“Local is extremely important to us. We’ve digital technology,
2010), while 16% of consumers said they used
put a huge initiative behind making sure we but it’s necessary”
the internet every week to find local businesses
had good digital hygiene, making sure the — SEARS HOMETOWN & OUTLET CMO
(vs. 9% in 2010).
basics of where people might discover you are
The rising tide of smart mobile devices is only
DAVID BUCKLEY
correct. It’s not sexy digital technology, but it’s
accelerating local search. Mobile search is one of
necessary. And it was challenging,” said Sears
the fastest-growing parts of the search industry.
Hometown & Outlet CMO David Buckley.
RBC Capital said mobile searches will quadruple
Sears, with 1,200 stores, spent almost a year working with
in the next three years, and already 61% of smartphone users
Yext to make that happen.
do local business searches on their phones. By 2015, more
“The biggest challenges for national brands looking to do
local searches will come from mobile phones than PCs,
local marketing are scalability, budgets and resources.
according to BIA/Kelsey.
Marketers want to localize and customize but the level of effort
Google added location extension to AdWords a few years
against possible ROI is still fuzzy. We are seeing more and
ago, giving advertisers the ability to merge their business
more solid data that supports why a marketer should; more
address and phone number into their ad text, which allows
and more ways to scale at low cost. The key is finding ways to
consumers who search in their category, say, gourmet grocery
scale localization rapidly. Marketers we talk to understand the
store, to see not only the ad of the nearby grocery store, but
power of local, but there haven’t been the right tools or focus
also its address and phone number. Advertisers pay the same
to make it a reality for their businesses,” said Yext’s Sturgis.
cost-per-click as any other link in the ad.
A recent report from local marketing firm Balihoo found:
But that’s advertising, what about mobile websites? Users
AdAge Insights Trend Report
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Tips for National Brands Layering In Local Search
BY DAVID MIHM
Local search is one of the few corners of the online
marketing space where national brands have historically been
at a disadvantage relative to small businesses. With the
introduction of universal search in 2007, Google gave mom-andpop businesses a head start on their national competition, by
layering a search-result interface and a set of ranking criteria on
top of its traditional algorithm that are more favorable to small
and medium-size businesses. As Google has assigned local
intent to an increasing number of keywords like “restaurants” or
“financial planners”—and incorporated the location of the
searcher on mobile devices—the percentage of search results
that are influenced by these local-specific criteria continues to
rise, and is now somewhere around 30% of all searches. By and
large, national brands have been slow to recognize the presence
of some of these local-ranking criteria, let alone optimize for
them. Here’s what you need to keep in mind.

AN INDEXABLE, OPTIMIZED PAGE FOR EACH LOCATION
National brands often spend tens, or even hundreds, of thousands of dollars on fancy store locators without any regard
for the critical impact these have on local search rankings. As
the proportion of blended search results increases, making
sure Google can associate an individual page on your website
with each location that you operate has become almost a
prerequisite for local rankings. Even the organic results have
become more heavily influenced by local signals since
Google’s most recent update, meaning an optimized page for
each location you serve—with the corresponding address and
phone number in HTML—can give you a big boost in those
results as well. If your store locator relies exclusively on
Javascript, Flash or Form-based inputs, you’re at a huge disadvantage relative to your competition.

A STEADY STREAM OF CUSTOMER REVIEWS
CITATIONS FROM AS MANY
AUTHORITATIVE SOURCES AS POSSIBLE
In local search, the term “citation” refers to a mention of
your brand that is closely associated with a physical address or
phone number. A listing on a traditional internet yellow pages
site is the most common type of citation, but citations can also
be mentions in local newspaper articles, blogs or “best of”
lists—any piece of content that Google can associate with a
location operated by your brand. In order to accrue citations,
the core business data for each location must be accurate,
complete and widely distributed across the local search
ecosystem (in addition to being verified via a bulk upload at
Google Places for Business). Pay particular attention to the
word “accurate.” The use of local-extension-tracking phone
numbers in digital marketing campaigns diminishes Google’s
trust in the accuracy of a location’s contact information, which
can wreak havoc on your local search rankings if those
numbers find their way into Google’s index.
A second reason to manage your location data actively is
that Google is not the dominant player in local search that it
is in organic search. While Bing or Yahoo runs a distant
second in market share, a wide range of third-tier players
collectively make up quite a large percentage of the market.
In particular, you want to make sure that your information is
accurate and complete on the sites and apps relevant to
your industry, such as UrbanSpoon for restaurants, Angie’s
List for home improvement, TripAdvisor for hotels. These
sites drive a sizable chunk of prospective customers in each of
these industries, in addition to serving as prominent citation
sources for Google + Local.
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While some of the social aspects of Google+ don’t seem to
impact rankings, such as number of plus-ones or mentions of a
business in posts, reviews do. The more reviews you have—and
the more frequently customers leave those reviews—the better
you are likely to rank. (Somewhat strangely, the ratings
associated with those reviews do not seem to have the same
kind of algorithmic impact.) And reviews are important far
beyond Google+. Although third-party reviews have taken a
dramatic back seat visually on Google Places or +Local pages
since July 2011, most experts think Google still factors them into
ranking. As a national brand, it’s important that your store
managers and franchisees understand how important reviews
from previous customers are for recruiting new ones. While
you probably already encourage social followers to talk at a
brand level, that positive word-of-mouth is far more likely to
impact your store locations’ rankings if it comes as a review on
a + Local page or other business listing.

A FINAL WORD OF ADVICE
Over the last five years, local search has become quite
specialized , even within SEO. If you’re new to local, or if it’s been
a while since you set a plan, you may want to get help to figure
out a strategy prior to embarking on a big in-house initiative or
tapping an agency. It’s imperative to start off right, given the
complexity of the space and the speed at which it changes.

David Mihm is president-CEO of GetListed.org, an online tool set that
helps businesses claim and optimize their presence on local search
engines, and publishes an annual Local Search Ranking Factors survey.

searching for a business and clicking through on mobile
Part of the reason local works better on Facebook is that its
phones might be put off by small type size, overly “busy”
algorithms automatically give greater visibility to “personally
pages and, if on an iPhone, blank boxes where Flash-based
relevant” posts, in this case by virtue of neighborhood locaitems should be. Statistics vary, but only somewhere between
tion. But big brands can create personal relevance, and in turn
one-fourth and one-half of all businesses have a website that
greater visibility, by allowing local managers and employees
is optimized for mobile. While there are plenty of companies
to post from franchise or branch location pages. Brands can
that are working in that business, you know it’s important if
also get around the problem by paying for greater newsfeed
Google is involved. And it got involved last year when it
exposure through Facebook’s Reach Generator, but that, of
launched GoMo, a way to help businesses translate their webcourse, costs money.
sites into user-friendly mobile websites. At its home page,
And think about this. The Mainstay report noted:
howtogomo.com, marketers can get a preview and free trial
“Facebook has confirmed that, on average, business page posts
via Google partner DudaMobile.
only reach 16% of fans.” Still think local pages are a hassle?
But why does the web-search giant care if a
Some brands are working on how best to do
business has a good-looking and easy-to-use
this. Starbucks, Sears, Kroger, Walmart, Bob
mobile website? It goes back to local advertising.
Evans and other national marketers have corpoThrough GoMo, businesses can create a mobile
rate pages, as well as pages for each of their stores
website and then advertise it with Google
that can be maintained and added to by local
Mobile ads. More advertising with Google
managers and employees.
million
means more revenue, and especially when it is
Kenshoo CMO Aaron Goldman said that
effective advertising specifically created for
while
managing all of that local data and interFacebook
mobile. Google data show that 89% of smartactions
can be daunting, he suggested that big
advertising revenue
phone users notice the mobile ads.
brands standardize the process as much as
in the second
And by the way, mobile is another place
possible. A CMO Council study found that
quarter
of 2012, an
where brand and store data need to be correct,
while 86% of national marketers have plans
increase of 28%
and right up front. Google’s data also show that
to localize their strategy, only 30% use local
year over year and a automation platforms.
61% of smartphone users who use mobile
14% increase from
search only look at the first page.
“Automate as much as possible while retainthe previous
Now let’s add social to the mix, and we get the
ing visibility into what’s working and what’s not.
so-called SoLoMo movement, a perfect storm of
That takes constant investment in back-end
quarter. One
popular technologies and platforms that promisinfrastructure,” Goldman said.
Facebook ad unit,
es to deliver the information you want where
A new Facebook ad platform, Facebook
known as
you are, usually via social app.
Exchange,
or FBX, looks to be a much more tarSponsored Stories,
At the center of social is, of course, Facebook.
geted
and
possibly
more effective local sales link
alone accounted for
More than 11 million businesses have Facebook
to customers.The first FBX ads are just now run$1 million per day,
pages. Facebook took in almost $1 billion ($992
ning, but initial results are said to be positive.
Facebook
reported,
million) in advertising revenue in the second
FBX uses demand-side platforms to retarget
with half of that
quarter of 2012, an increase of 28% year over
consumers who have shown some sort of previcoming from
year and a 14% increase from the previous
ous purchase intent on the web.
mobile.
quarter. One Facebook ad unit, known as
And although Facebook is the major player in
Sponsored Stories, alone accounted for $1 milthe social space with 900 million users and
lion per day, Facebook reported, with half of that
counting, don’t forget about Google’s play in the
coming from mobile.
social space, Google+. With “only” 200 million users who
Large brands have traditionally used Facebook for brand
have upgraded from a standard Google account, the one-andbuilding, garnering “likes,” running social promotions and
a-half-year-old service is still a fledgling, and facing some
generally just building relationships with consumers. In fact,
resistance from those who worry about Google “knowing too
small businesses often have an advantage over big businesses
much about me” or by its somewhat forced entry into social.
because one site is much easier to manage than a corporate site
However, according to BrightEdge Technologies, three out of
and potentially hundreds of sub-sites. (See Sears above.) But
four brands are now on Google+. And they’re getting results.
national brands take note, the hassle of creating and managIts most recent survey, in July, found that when searching for
ing many local sites could be worth it.According to a study by
a company using brand terms, 30% of brands with Google+
Mainstay Salire and Hearsay Social, locally created Facebook
pages show up in search results. That’s six times higher than
pages have five times more reach than their corporate pages,
the 5% return rate in February. BrightEdge concluded the
and eight times as many fans will engage with local posts.The
increase “could be due to the rising importance of social constudy’s authors illustrate that importance by computing that
tent in search results along with the growing adoption of
one local fan is equal to 40 corporate fans.
Google+ by brands and users.”
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1. LOCAL AD MARKET DOMINATION BY TRADITIONAL MEDIA

4. LOCAL VS. TOP-LINE QUERY VOLUME

Local media revenue will be less dominated by traditional media in 2016.

Local search as a percentage of top-line search, in
terms of query volume, will grow from 18.5% in 2011
to 22.0% by 2016.

1.0%
2.4% 0.6%

1.7%
2.1% 2.7%

4.7%
5.3%

5.2%

7.8%

27.6%

6.2%

28.8%

6.7%

4.7%

2011:

$132.8 billion

10.7%

%

18.5%

19.2%

20

22%

22%

2015

2016

21%

2016:

$151.3 billion

2011

2012

2013

2014

Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012

13.2%

11%

17.9%

11.7%

DIRECT MAIL
NEWSPAPERS

5. U.S. LOCAL SEARCH MARKET: MOBILE VS.
DESKTOP

14.3%

13.9%
TV
RADIO

ONLINE/INTERACTIVE
YELLOW PAGES

OUT-OF-HOME
CABLE

MAGAZINE
ERPM

MOBILE

*ERPM = Email, reputation and presence management. Note: Digital revenues associated with traditional media (e.g., websites associated with local TV
stations, local radio stations, newspapers and magazines) are included in the revenues for the traditional media. Revenues for Internet Yellow Pages that
are associated with print Yellow Pages are included in the overall Yellow Pages media category. Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012

In 2015, mobile local search volume will surpass
desktop search for the first time. By 2016, expect
mobile to exceed desktop by 27.8 billion queries.
113.4

120 BILLIONS

85.9

54.9

2. LOCAL AD SPEND: FIVE-YEAR FORECAST

84

85.6
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2016

19.7

U.S. dollars in billions

0
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$10.3
$1.3

$136.2
$11.4
$1.6

$138.1
$12.7
$1.9
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$14.2
$2.2

$121.1

$123.2
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$145.7
$15.6
$2.4

$151.3
$16.7
$2.7

$127.6

$131.9
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2012
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2013

2014

MOBILE

Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012

6. U.S. SEARCH MARKET FORECAST
(DESKTOP AND MOBILE)
2011-2016 CAGRs: Desktop 12.1%; mobile 160.4%

0

2011

2012

2013

Local online/interactive
Email, reputation and presence management
All other media

2014

2015

2016

Note: Digital revenues associated with traditional media (e.g., websites associated with
local TV stations, local radio stations, newspapers and magazines) are included in the
revenues for the traditional media, and are not included in Online/Interactive revenues
above. Numbers are rounded. Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012

3. ANNUAL REVENUE CHANGES

MEDIA

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Local Online/Interactive

7.4%

9.3%

10.4%

10.6%

9.5%

7.1%

Local Desktop Search

12.1%

16.9%

15.9%

14.2%

9.6%

4.4%

Mobile Search

325.7%

77.2%

62.2%

46.9%

47.9%

32.0%

Local Display

17.1%

16.9%

16.4%

15.2%

14.4%

13.8%

Classifieds, IYP and Vertical Markets

0.1%

(1.0%)

1.4%

3.5%

6.3%

6.7%

Total

(2.4%)

2.6%

1.4%

3.2%

2.2%

3.9%

GDP

4.6%

4.6%

5.3%

5.3%

5.5%

5.5%
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$1.6

$7.8

$8.9

2013

2014

$0.7

$5.7

$6.7

2011

2012

DESKTOP

Mobile is growing at the fastest rate, but local desktop search will continue to dominate revenues, hitting $10.2
billion by year-end 2016, while mobile will be $3.2 billion that year. (See Chart 6.)

Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012
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$2.4
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Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012

7. LOCAL SHARE OF TOTAL U.S.
DISPLAY-RELATED MARKET
BIA/Kelsey expects to see continued strong uptake in
geo-targeting, which will hit 32% of display-related
ad products by 2016.
26%

28%

22%

24%

2011

2012

2013

2014

30%

32%

2015

2016

Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012

8. ROI OF LOCAL MARKETING--BALIHOO SURVEY
National brands investing in local marketing

33.82%

Companies that track ROI for national marketing
campaigns expect local marketing campaign
ROI to be:

66.18%

Not Investing

Percentage of companies that use ROI as a
marketing metric
For National
Marketing Campaigns

For Local
Marketing Campaigns

58%

56%

Investing

44%

37%

Same as
National
Campaign ROI

Higher Than
National
Campaign ROI

19%

Lower Than
National
Campaign ROI

44%

42%

Don’t
use ROI

Use
ROI

Don’t
use ROI

When asked about local marketing ROI,
25% of companies are “not able to track ROI
at the local level.”

Note: More than 20%
of national brands are
spending 25+% of
their budget
on local marketing.
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%

25

30

35

Percentage of overall marketing budget used for local marketing

Use
ROI

% of overall marketing
budget used for local marketing

Expected ROI From National Marketing Campaigns

There was no clear consensus for how ROI varies
between national marketing campaigns and local
marketing campaigns; however, of companies
that use ROI metrics:

20%

10

24% expect national marketing campaigns to
generate an ROI of 4:1 or higher, while

0

1.5:1

2:01

2.5:1

3:01

3.5:1

Related to the percentage of companies investing
in local marketing,
Larger national brands ($1 billion-plus revenue)
are 49% more likely to invest in local marketing
than smaller national brands ($100 million to
$250 million in revenue).
Companies that use ROI metrics to measure
national campaigns are 35% more likely to
invest in local marketing than companies that
do not use ROI as a marketing metric.

4:01

4.5:1

5:01

> 5:01 ROI

36% expect local marketing campaigns to
generate an ROI of 4:1 or higher

Top three sources of marketing knowledge

Top three challenges of 2012
(respondents could select up to three)

Industry Research 57.7%

Lack of budget 39.7%

Marketing and Advertising Publications 48.2%

Tracking and metrics 38.6%

National Industry Organization 37.9%

Lead generation 31.4%

Research scope: This study was fielded via email surveys distributed March/April 2012. Results are based on 273 completed responses from individual companies.
Respondents met the criteria of marketing professionals, companies based in North America, companies with $100 million or greater annual revenue. Source: Balihoo
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Navigation and Mapping
Apple, Google, Microsoft and Yahoo all have map tools for local marketing.
Maps have come a long way. From messy paper-folding
conundrums shoved under innumerable car seats to local marketing hot button, mapping is where it’s at—literally.
The ability to add a location via smartphone to target or
inform or entertain a consumer is certainly not brand-new.
Technologies like GPS and retargeting online have existed for
years; however, it is the combination of mapping and mobile,
and the ability to retarget or behaviorally target according to
a consumer’s location, that has piqued marketers’ interest.
National marketers in particular that realize the potential
value in location targeting as part of their local marketing are
showing up more and more to the party.
Couple that interest with the fact that consumers—50%
of whom now have GPS-enabled smartphones—are becoming used to GPS pinpointing and geo-locating. They’ve
become accustomed to opting in to programs or apps that use
their location. It all makes for a rapidly growing and creative
marketing scene.
“National advertisers are suddenly starting to realize the
opportunity and realize it’s an opportunity that they’ve
been missing out on,” said David Kurtz, VP-publisher products at YP. He agreed that consumers have grown more
comfortable with being geographically located as well as
being retargeted, and said, “If it’s used responsibly to create

BLOCKBUSTER
YP uses proprietary “geo-fencing” technology to establish a custom
“fence” around each location.
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more relevant advertising for the user, it can be a powerful
tool for marketers.”
YP has a long history with small and medium-size businesses, and its YP in-app local ad network, launched last year,
reaches local consumers with relevant ads for nearby businesses, which are mostly smaller businesses. YP now has a
mobile ad network spanning its 200 mobile apps and sites of
its publishers such as Weather Channel. The mobile listing
was part of the small- and medium-size-businesses subscription package. This is how it works. When a user in San
Francisco, for instance, types in a search for “Mexican
restaurant,” publishers can then push down the YP listings
of those types of restaurants to the location of the person
(and mobile phone).
But more recently, YP has begun to work with some
national advertisers in a different, more direct way. (Kurtz
cited Blockbuster, as well as a national home-improvement
chain and regional sporting-goods store he declined to
name, as examples of recent clients.) He termed the effort as
just “in the first inning” and the straightforward campaigns
YP has run for those national brands seem to reflect that.
For now, the main goal of the campaigns is to provide
dynamic store location.
For Blockbuster, the campaign goal was essentially to let
mobile consumers know it has physical stores and where
those are located. However, it’s not as simple as GPS and a
map. YP uses proprietary “geo-fencing” technology to establish a custom “fence” around each location, which, depending
upon the city, population density and store proximity, can
vary in size greatly. That virtual fence means customers
won’t get confusing crossover information if several stores
are nearby. Campaigns include a dynamic, mobile-optimized
landing page with a primary “get directions” button or link,
and social-media and website links as secondary features.
Blockbuster also offered a “rent one, get one” promotion as
part of the campaign, shown as a prominent banner across
the bottom of the mobile screen.
The results? Of the people who came to the landing page,
55% further clicked for directions or map, 19% clicked on
the coupon and 17% clicked through to the website.
Although people are getting used to geo-location, privacy
is still an issue to consider.
“There are so many potential uses of location that could
freak consumers out, so privacy has to remain a concern,”
Kurtz said. “We’re excited by the possibilities and we’re looking into them, but we may or may not end up using them.
We always err on the side of caution.”
Some of those exciting possibilities include marrying

Five Tactics for Siri Search
1) INCLUDE KEYWORDS ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS
Be specific about your products and services. This is SEO
101: If you sell shirts, do you sell T-shirts, blouses? And
what designers?

2) DATA INTEGRITY
Every detail about your business must be consistent
across directories (this means accurate).

3) OPTIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS
The higher your ranking on the search engines, the better
the chances of Siri locating your business during search.

4) REVIEWS COUNT
Siri uses a ranking system based on business reviews
when deciding what to give the consumer.

5) CREATE A MOBILE-OPTIMIZED SITE
This one’s easy. Siri likes mobile sites.
—JON SCHEPKE, PRESIDENT, SIM PARTNERS

existing data from loyalty programs to location in order to
be able to target customers who are nearby and have a
known interest in a company’s products. The use of coupons
for packaged goods is another idea Kurtz is exploring. Large
consumer packaged goods brands could offer a deal and
then be able to send customers to the closest place to find
their goods.
As connected TV and videos become more common, he
said, he can imagine a time when a person watching TV or
videos at home or on a mobile device would be able to click
on something he or she likes, pants or shirt or shoes, for
instance, and find out instantly where to purchase. The
maker of the clickable item could even offer a discount or
promotion as well.
“There are a lot of chapters to be written in this story of
local and connected media,” Kurtz said.
YP is not the only company trying to figure out how
to best use location and navigation. GPS hardware and
software maker Tom Tom first added support for
Facebook Places and recently added Foursquare to its
iPhone navigational app.
However, the biggest stir in the navigation world currently centers around Google and Apple. Apple announced
in June that it will start its own mapping with Apple Maps,
and with the launch of Apple iOS 6, it will no longer carry
Google Maps on any of its devices. In addition, all thirdparty app requests coming through iOS 6 (all upgraded

Apple devices, including iPhones and iPads) will go to
Apple’s mapping servers instead of Google.
With the newest iPhones with Apple Maps just now hitting the shelves, speculation is rampant about just what that
means. Can Apple Maps be as good as Google Maps? Will
Google try to stage a work-around by software rerouting
through Google search? What role does Apple’s voice-activated searcher Siri play? And for marketers, what does that
mean for local search and geo-location?
Apple’s web site lays out its intentions with a laundry list
of Apple Maps functionality, including “turn-by-turn navigation,” a “Flyover feature [with] photo-realistic interactive
3D views” and real-time traffic information all with Siri as a
guide along the way to answer any direction questions.
Important to those interested in local search is the inclusion
of information for “over 100 million businesses” as Apple
indicated in an earlier press release, with information such as
photos, phone numbers, addresses, web sites, Yelp ratings,
reviews and even available deals.
Chris Copeland, CEO of Group M Next, wrote in a recent
ClickZ column [clickz.com/clickz/column/2184860/searchheading-check-map]: “Apple is clearly doubling down on the
importance of local. On the heels of the Zagat integration and
shift to the Google+ Local approach, the role local is going to
play in determining brand viability and success cannot be
understated.” He also mentioned, as many others have, the
pending importance of Siri in search optimization.
“This will change mobile marketing again as businesses
will now have to figure out ‘Siri optimization,’” said Aaron
Goldman, CMO of Kenshoo.
Google and Apple are far from alone in the map wars.
Microsoft is expected to come out with its own mobile
operating system using its Bing Maps around the same
time as Apple Maps. Mapquest and Yahoo Maps are also
players in the space. And don’t forget new entrants.
The very popular location-aware search app AroundMe has
6 million monthly unique users, passing even Yelp’s 5.7 million, according to a TechCrunch article in April. The piece also
points out that it’s growing, with more than 1 million downloads per month, and having struck deals with OpenTable,
Booking.com (hotels) and Telenav (for web-based navigation).
The bottom line is consumers are moving targets these
days, but marketers still want to reach them. Local mapping
and navigation may be the key to doing that. But just as in
search, businesses should practice good digital hygiene when
it comes to maps. That means claiming the free listings that
Google Places, Bing Local and Yahoo Local already have set
up. Google, which auto-generates place pages for businesses,
has reported that it has almost 50 million “places” waiting for
businesses to claim.
“The big puzzle and the thing people are trying to figure
out is how do you monetize digital assets locally?” said
O’Grady of Nielsen. “And how do you make it all work with
traditional advertising? What is the cross-platform promise,
platform and value for advertisers?”
AdAge Insights Trend Report
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Deal-a-Day Market
The deal-a-day market was born in 2004 with geek-chic website Woot.com offering
just one product—usually a tech item and usually at a big discount—for one day
only or until it sold out.
Within just a few years, the daily deal market exploded to
more than 100 similar kinds of sites, mostly catering to small
mom-and-pop shops that wanted to market locally, instantly
and online in a way they never could before.
In 2008, Groupon (a portmanteau of “group” and
“coupon”) launched with a half-price voucher system and
grew to become the dominant player, currently holding a
53% market share with more than 80 million registered
users. The No. 2 player, LivingSocial, made its debut in summer 2009 and has grown to a 22% share, according to Yipit.
The market now includes about 600 players including destination sites as well as repackagers and aggregators, mobile
and location-based providers and vertical players, according
to BIA/Kelsey.
While the $2 billion deals industry is expected to clear
$4.2 billion by 2015, according to BIA/Kelsey, it hasn’t been
all smooth sailing. The bid to quickly tap new consumers
appeals to local retailers, but the half-price deals and then the
halfway split with the deal company have sometimes left
small merchants at break-even or, worse, a loss, depending on
the popularity of the deal. The underlying construct—that
the deals bring in new customers who will become regulars—
has also been criticized by some who maintain that the deals
only bring in one-time bargain shoppers.
12
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But what about national marketers? The big brands and
retailers that might be better equipped to handle volume and
discounts have been slower to adopt the deal model, although
in the past year, many more have tried it as they’ve realized
it can, and maybe should, be in their local marketing arsenal.
Gap was one of the first big names to try it, in August
2010 during the back-to-school shopping season, by offering
a $50 credit for $25 through Groupon. The deal sold briskly,
finally totaling $11 million.
LivingSocial, which is partly owned by Amazon, has also
grown to garner its share of national brands, blowing out
more than 20 national deals during the Black Friday to Cyber
Monday shopping weekend last year. One of its earlier deals,
in September, offered consumers $20 coupons at Whole
Foods and was its fastest-selling promotion ever. Another
national deal, with McDonald’s in November, offering a $13
coupon ($26 value) for five Big Macs and fries, was not quite
as popular, and analysts pointed to the mismatch with
LivingSocial’s more affluent female audience. The deal was
capped at 1 million, but didn’t sell out.
Other new big-brand customers are national magazines
and newspapers such as O, The Oprah Magazine; Elle, Marie
Claire, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal,
Esquire, Lucky and New York magazine. They’ve tried sell-

ing subs via daily deals, and according to an Ad Age article
earlier this year, are seeing some success.*
The story quoted Thea Selby, an independent circulation
consultant, who said, “The dirty little secret is [most vendors
or partners on daily-deal sites] hope for very low retention. …
Take a spa, for example. They hope that thousands of people
will give them $75 and only two people will actually redeem
it. … With a magazine marketer, you need a reader. The problem with magazine marketing is that we don’t really care
about the money from subscriptions. … Our money comes
from advertising, so we want the subscribers.”
Mitch Spolan, senior VP-national sales at LivingSocial, said
he has worked with national brands such as Pepsi, Honda,
Toyota, Microsoft, Kraft and Kellogg’s in the past year, after a
more proactive push by LivingSocial to help national brands
connect locally.
But LivingSocial’s approach is much more brandlike and
experience driven than one might expect from a “daily deal”
site. The Pepsi co-promotion is actually a series of events
“curated by Pepsi, and powered by LivingSocial,” including
concerts and exclusive pop-up fine dining. Another brand,
Mike’s Hard Lemonade, sponsored a adult summer camp sold
through LivingSocial, playing on its brand conceit to “do
summer differently.” Currently, Isaac Mizrahi is driving
around the country in a Chevy Malibu working on a line of
clothing inspired by the women he meets. A third partner,
Time Warner, will feature Mizrahi’s work-in-progress in its
magazines and TV properties this fall before unveiling the
Malibu Collection for sale on LivingSocial Shop, its new
product sales site.
LivingSocial is on the front edge, along with a few of its
competitors, in the bid not only to garner national brands, but
also to evolve its business strategy away from daily deals only.
“We’re best known for daily deals, but we’ve evolved so far
beyond that. We’ve got live events, families, adventures and
escapes,” Spolan said. “It’s not just about an offer but something that makes life better. … Sometimes that comes in the
form of a discount, but most of the time it’s a fun experience.”
Its various targeted areas include live events with partner
AEG, activities for family fun, “adventure” for local action,
“escapes” for simple packaged travel, “at home” for things to
make your abode better and even “shop,” which is the site’s
first foray into product fulfillment.
Groupon, of course, is right there with its competitor, with
its own versions of the same targeted areas, including
Groupon Goods for direct product sales, “getaways” for travel experiences and “live” for events with partner Live Nation.
But change is also difficult, noted analysts.
“Groupon is the Xerox, the verb, for the daily deals industry and they’re going to have to work to get people to go
beyond that image,” said Jed Williams, senior analyst and program director at BIA/Kelsey.
National brand recognition and product diversity are key
parts to moving the segment forward. As is ongoing experimenting and even more evolution.
*http://adage.com/article/media/jc-penney-newspapers-revamped-marketing-push/236647/

The cause is not aided by high-profile defections like
Facebook and Yelp, which jumped into the daily deal industry
last year, but then backed away from it. Nor is it helped by
reports of consumer daily deal fatigue, unhappy merchants
that lost money through overbought deals and struggling
competitors like Gilt City, which shed 90 people and closed six
smaller city offices this year. Industry watcher Daily Deal
Media claims 798 sites closed in the last six months of 2011.
“It’s unlikely the daily deal companies in their original
business model will last,” said Sara Livingston, manager of
digital marketing at Seamless. “But they’re building out other
functionality and adding other revenue streams.”
They’re moving from deals to experiences, relationships
and even integrated service providers. Groupon in fact has
said,“We don’t think of ourselves as a deal provider anymore.
We’re a merchant partner.”
No matter what the evolution, though, the sites still
depend on clients, both small and large retailers and brands,
for sales. And repeat sales. For national brands, that means
making sure that, just like for the mom-and-pop shops, the
increased traffic that results from deal-site partnerships does
indeed translate to repeat customers and/or increased customer loyalty.

CHEVY MALIBU AND LIVINGSOCIAL
A promotion has Isaac Mizrahi driving cross-country to find
inspiration for a clothing line that will be sold at LivingSocial.
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Who’s making the deals, and what they can do for you
Since we’ve covered Groupon and LivingSocial earlier in the report, we decided to look at some of the up-and-comers in
the market with a glimpse at what makes them unique and how or which national brands would be a good fit.
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COMPANY

WHAT IT OFFERS

BRAND ADVICE

TRAVELZOO

Travelzoo has a 3% market share, according to Yippit,
and is the No. 3 player, albeit a distant third, in the deals
industry. As the name indicates, the company specializes
in travel deals, but does include entertainment and local
deals as well. Founded in 1998 by a travel journalist, it has
been around since the Web 1.0 days. Travelzoo now has
25 million subscribers and differentiates itself as working
directly in the travel industry, vs. partnering, employing
more than 250 “deal experts” around the world.

Travel companies such as airlines
and hotels are obvious here, but
Travelzoo also features
entertainment like shows and
events, restaurants and spas—
although those tend to be more
locally focused—and Broadway
shows.

GOOGLEOFFERS

The search giant launched this service last July and offered
its first national deal in November, from outdoor retailer REI,
$25 credit for $15. However, it has since offered a wide area of
products and brands, from Starbucks to Cafepress.com. It
does have its own sales staff and selected deals, but
GoogleOffers also aggregates offers from daily deal partners
like Signpost, CrowdSavings and entertainment.com.

The REI offer was really more of a
campaign with a 10-day teaser, along
with email and social-media
marketing. This may work for national
brands looking for a larger integrated
cross-platform, although likely more
expensive, campaign.

FAB.COM

This daily design-deal site launched last year with a
business model meant to make sure its designers or
product makers get their fair share. It sets an agreed-upon
price for the merchandise up front and then sets its own
pricing for the product, with its margin for profit. The site
now has 5 million users, many who joined at the invitation
of a friend. Hip, cool and, yes, fab.

The site does work with larger
designers, and did a United States of
Design app and pop-up shop with
Fast Company that featured a Levi’s
trucker jacket, Herman Miller chairs
and Les Paul guitars. But it does
seem to stay true to up-and-coming
designers, curating new styles and
choosing new faces.

YELP

In 2010, the online city guide began to offer businesses the
opportunity to create deals, and takes a 30% split on the
deal price. The business receives 70%, versus the more
common 50/50 split. Its latest version bowed in 2011 and is
a more contextual play, replacing the “special offers and
announcements” section, that enables the business to sign
up for a deal, with the offer then posted right by the listing.

Yelp is still mostly urban, with its 20
most-active cities including San
Francisco and New York. It reports that
small businesses account for 70% of
its ad revenue, and it tends to get more
content around them as well. Local
restaurants are big on Yelp, although
chains are often reviewed as well.
Shopping and nightlife are also well
represented.
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GOING DIGITAL
Recent circulars on iCircular.com. Clickthrough rates average 6%.

Circulars: Moving From Print to Digital
Who doesn’t have fond memories of circular advertising?
The mini catalogs lit up drab Sunday newspapers, spilling
onto the counter each week with the promise of the latest
fashions, newest school supplies and best deals in town.
Around Thanksgiving, the four-color inserts doubled the
delivery boy’s load in retailers’ bid to target eager wish-listers
and ready-to-spend shoppers.
Building strong local connections between brands and
consumers, circulars offered a win-win for both sides, with
national brands able to target by ZIP code, and shoppers able
to find the best deals at their neighborhood stores from the
comfort of their couch. Circular coupons added even more
for both, with more value for consumers, and much-needed
tracking and ROI tools for retailers.
Those were the good old days, right? Because with the
rise of digital news and information, shoppers just type and
click to the best local deals.
But that’s not exactly the case—not yet anyway. While
it’s true that the general decline in newspaper circulation has
meant the adjunct decline in circular distribution, preprints
are still a $6 billion industry. And those colorful pieces of
paper are not only still used often by consumers, but also

remain an effective way to reach them.
A study late last year by Nielsen found that print circulars have influenced where people “needed to shop” far more
than other digital channels. Newspapers and direct mail held
sway with more than 90% of Gen X and millennials, who
said those two media influenced where they shopped either
“a lot” or “somewhat.”
Nielsen concluded that the majority of shoppers, across
generations, still want print circulars for the “foreseeable
future,” but deduced that retailers are in the “discovery
mode” of trying to figure out their best options. In that
regard, the researcher expects a gradual transition that
hinges on things like consumer adoption rates and retailers’
speed to market.
“Circulars play a large part in our marketing. For most
traditional brick-and-mortar retailers, the Sunday circular is
a large cornerstone in their marketing, and has been for a
long time,” said Sears Hometown & Outlet CMO Buckley.
“Newspaper circulation is declining at a steady rate, but my
opinion is you don’t throw out the baby with the bathwater.
… We’ll continue to use them as long as it generates a posAdAge Insights Trend Report
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itive ROI. It’s still a cost-effective way to get that informaspecs, à la Amazon, and possibly even the ability to purtion in people’s hands.”
chase.
He’s not alone in his thinking. JC Penney announced in
“Traditional circulars are a piece of art and they are curatAugust that it would cut back its TV spending and brand
ed content,” he said, adding that by leading with products
building and move more money to what it termed “tradiand offers, circulars can still give consumers that “curation”
tional traffic-driving,” according to an Aug. 10 Ad Age artithat adds a level of import, for instance, when one product is
cle, quoting CEO Ron Johnson. Included in that shift are 30
larger on a page, or featured on the first page of a circular.
newspaper inserts planned for the second half of the year
He likened the effort to a digitized “Sunday Select” prowith eight of those in August alone. That compares with just
gram. Sunday Select began as an effort to prop up advertis11 inserts that JC Penney ran during the spring.* The artiing revenue when newspaper readership began to decline.
cle read: “Already, the new marketing and pricing are having
It’s an opt-in home-delivery coupon-and-insert bundle that
an impact, Mr. Johnson says. In the past two quarters, when
is dropped weekly on the doorsteps of nonsubscribers.
JC Penney cycled highly promotional time periods, traffic
Circulars, of course, have been digitized for years. Many
dipped between 14% and 20%. In the first 10 days the new
retailers post flip-page-enabled circulars on their websites
marketing approach was in effect, traffic was
and will send weekly emails with links to cusdown 7%, a ‘dramatic’ improvement, Mr.
tomers. Gannett Co. bought into digital circular
Johnson said.”
company ShopLocal in 2004, bought it wholly
However, even as Sears and others continue
in 2008 and reports yearly increases in digital
to invest in inserts and circulars, they are also
circular use. On Black Friday in 2011, for
moving into digital. Driven in part by coninstance, it recorded a 14% increase in digital
sumers—inquiring about the future, the cited
circular offers from retailers, and even more
Nielsen study found that 70% of shoppers
encouraging, more customers reading them.
wanted basic digital delivery and another oneMobile device use was up 5%, while iPad use to
third wanted smartphone or social-media
view its circulars the week before Black Friday
delivery—the trend is also driven by accountwas up 85%.
ability and the desire to connect marketing
Newspapers like Gannett, and their partners
JCPenney
spending to in-store sales.
like the AP, have a vested interest in bridging the
announced in August
Still, the circulars’ effectiveness is slipping.
print-insert-to-digital gap. Currently, circulars
it would cut back TV
Since 2005, circular lift rates have dropped
are the “No. 1 driver of in-store sales,” Litvack
spending and brand
from 28% to 20% at the time of the study,
said. He added that estimates say as much as half
building and move
although that average took into account a variof newspaper advertising revenue comes from
more money into
ety of categories with major declines in lift,
circulars.
what it termed
such as milk, margarine and diapers, and cateSo far, the iCircular project is clocking some
gories that were gainers, such as paper towels,
impressive results. Click-through rates for its
“traditional traffictissues and cereal.
digital circulars average 6%, he said, and it has
driving.” Included in
Clearly, something needs to be done.
expanded to 80 markets.
that shift are 30
Consumers love traditional circulars, but
Yet even with the budding successes of diginewspaper inserts in
they’re going digital. And they wouldn’t mind
tal circulars, Litvack and others contend that an
the second half
the customization and personalization that
even more evolved format, where consumers
they’ve come to expect in many of their digital
can click on the digital circulars while reading
communications. So many retailers, manufacturers and pubtheir digital newspapers and further click through on speciflishers are experimenting.
ic products for more information or to buy, will be a better
The Associated Press began its iCircular effort last
way to connect.
September, test-launched with 40 newspaper partners and
“Today, we’re at the beginning—from a consumer perabout 20 national brands, including Kohl’s, Kmart, Macy’s,
spective in adoption, from a retailer’s ability to shift marketTarget and Walmart (as well as local and regional ones),
ing gears and dollars, and from manufacturers’ resources
with the goal to put Sunday circulars on mobile apps. The
available to support it more,” Litvack said.
iCircular coupons and content, geo-targeted by ZIP code,
Still, the amount of data, especially when it gets to a large
are embedded in the Sunday mobile and digital app editions
enough scale, can be even more valuable to retailers and
of the local newspaper partners. It recently launched phase
manufacturers, giving them week-to-week, day-to-day and
two, an evolved effort that instead of leading with retailers,
even hour-to-hour perspective down to the product level at
will feature offers and products front and center, and
each store. Litvack said iCircular is tagging “everything”
includes “hyperlocalization,” said Jeffrey Litvack, COO and
and, in fact, can already create heat maps to show clients’
general manager of iCircular. It plans to add in the future
click-through rates by individual store.
additional content such as product reviews and product
And then there are the new wave of digital companies
16
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ONLINE AND MOBILE
Macy’s is one of the retailers using Google
Circulars (left); Shopkick works with Target and
others to offer mobile deals triggered by
walking into the store (below).

that are taking circulars to the next level without the backing of news giants. Companies like Shopkick and RevTrax
deal directly with big brands to create in-store mobile shopping experiences that, while reminiscent of circulars, add
modern social-media elements, like instant deals and points
for checking in (Shopkick) or “omnichannel” couponing
and promotions that can track the entire path of a consumer
from noticing a product to buying it (RevTrax). And many
of these can be connected to local search for an easy way for
consumers to connect either through mobile or online.
And, of course, there is the 800-pound digital gorilla
Google. Last fall, Google launched in beta Google Circulars
with a handful of merchants, including Best Buy, Macy’s and
Home Depot. Its initial success has spurred it to expand to
even more partners in the first quarter of 2012. Users are
served the ad when clicking through on a retailer’s more traditional display ad. While the company hasn’t said much
about its results, Razorfish reviewed the burgeoning service
with Google-provided data earlier this year. It wrote that the
first results show high consumer engagement. Users stayed
on Google Circular ads for more than three minutes, viewing
on average of nine digital pages, equal to 22 print circular
pages. Those same users who landed on contextualized circulars were 3.5 times more likely to click the “buy online” button, than those who just went to the basic circulars’ front page.
The challenge for traditional retailers and manufacturers
is to balance the old-media circular and print media still
used by a majority of customers with the hip new digitized
print products, and evolve—or dissolve—each one respec-

tively. That’s easier said than done, of course. “Local dollars
are sitting in offline budgets for vehicles such as circulars,
local TV, local radio and yellow pages, and the shift to digital
local budgets hasn’t been easy for marketers to unlock,” said
Yext’s Sturgis.“Budgets in silos are the norm and innovative
leaders who see the potential of local often have challenges
pulling the right budgets together to drive their programs.”
Sears is probably a typical big-box retailer when it comes
to its circular use; Buckley’s drive and desire to stay ahead
of the game, however, put it more ahead than most when it
comes to evolving a digital strategy. The 1,200-store chain
last year debuted Sears Local Ads, which are the digital and
enhanced version of the circular for its store. Sibling store
Kmart has a similar effort. The ads live online, but are promoted to customers by email and through social media.
“It allows us to do things inside of a print ad. There are
long lead times having circulars printed, shipped to the
newspapers and inserted,” Buckley said. “With digital tools
there are ways for us to put things on sale that we decided
a few days out. So we can do things more nimbly, and that’s
additive to what’s already in the print circular.”
What Sears is doing, segmenting and personalizing
products and messages on the local level for essentially each
customer, is a rapidly growing trend for national retailers. The
data it already has, along with the data digital circulars provide,
can be used to hone that experience even further, resulting in
what could eventually be a single-person-unique circular filled
with relevant and personalized products based on preference
and purchase behavior.
AdAge Insights Trend Report
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Loyalty Programs: Geo-targeting
In marketing, nothing is better than loyal customers.
Loyal customers tell their friends about your brand, use
social media to broadcast their satisfaction and are usually
happy to provide feedback to make your brand even better.
In local marketing, loyalty is even more important.
Because local marketing is often tied to and reliant upon local
search and local recommendations; customers who spread the
word result in better recommendations and more brandspecific searches.
However, and it’s a long-standing question in marketing,
how do you create satisfied loyal customers? Or for the purposes of this paper, how do you create satisfied loyal local customers?
We do know loyalty happens locally. Customers love
“their” Target store, or the friendly service they get at the
neighborhood Costco. They might be pleased by an email or
phone exchange with Chase or American Express when settling a problem, but it’s still a one-to-one and personal interaction.
Building better local customer loyalty involves traditional
customer service and marketing, of course, such as better
employee-training programs and improving the in-store
experience, but there are also a myriad of new digital tools
and services that can help big brands build local loyalty.
One way retailers can do that is to empower local stores
with digital tools. Walmart made news last October when it
partnered with Facebook to give each of its 3,500 stores a page
on the social-media giant, allowing customers to interact with
their local store and giving stores the ability to tailor messages and products on the local level.
Stephen Quinn, exec VP of Walmart’s U.S. division, said
in a conference call, “This allows us to make our stores relevant on a local level. This addresses our ‘next-generation’
customers who are using a lot of social media. A national
message is often not as relevant.” He added, “This is just
scratching the surface. We are just getting started on a socialmedia revolution.”
Sears wasn’t impressed; it had already done that the year
before. Buckley said one of its key local initiatives was to
standardize Sears’ Facebook presence, bringing everyone
onto a common platform and giving each of its stores its own
page for local owners and store managers to maintain.
Its loyalty program, Shop Your Way Rewards, is integrated into its local strategy as well. When shoppers check in at a
specific store via smartphone, local store associates know
they’ve arrived; can find them, thanks to GPS technology;
and then direct them to the items saved on their digital shopping list, for instance.
“With loyalty programming, the element of local disap18
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Sears has started a Shop Your Way
Rewards program that is integrated into
local strategy. When shoppers check in
at a store via smartphone, local store
associates know and can direct them.
pears. Part of the information we have about you is we know
where you shop,” Buckley said.
Loyalty programs in general provide lots of data, which
can be now be applied digitally. Geo-targeting, another digital tool, can be added to loyalty data, for instance, to reach a
region, store or even individual. If the Sears hardware store
in Batavia, Ill., receives a weather forecast for a severe snowstorm, it could send an instant message to its regular customers, including those in the store on their smartphones,
about a sale on snow blowers.
Rethinking loyalty cards and programs digitally, like Sears
and others are doing, is another way brands and marketers
can build better local relationships. No one relishes the idea
of carrying 10 to 20 pieces of plastic—or sliding on that many
key chain fobs—in order to score a free Starbucks coffee or
extra scoop of Friendly’s ice cream.

Customer-Centric Approach
Loyalty marketing means shifting the perspective to what each customer wants, not what’s hot.

MARKETING DECISIONS

STORE/BRAND-CENTRIC

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC

Customer value

Customers I don’t have matter most

Customers I do have matter most

Personalization

Customer who may be like you

You

Propositions

What’s hot

What your data says you might
want or need

Use of data or insights

Here’s something I could offer

Here’s something I should offer

Media channels/mix
customer

The coolest, newest or cheapest

What’s most effective for each

Voice

Sell, sell, sell, sell ... and, “you’re welcome”

Recommend, invite, help, sell and
“thank you”

Source: Dunnhumby 2012

New service-based digital companies like Foursquare and
Yelp are built around those ideas. Consumers still get something for checking in, but it’s digital and easy and doesn’t fill
up your wallet. They build loyalty with digital content,
points, offers and discounts.
They use things like geo-targeting to offer mobile
coupons at the local level, usually to a specific customer who
is in a position to buy. That may be in-store, walking by or
within a broader neighborhood geography.
Another local loyalty play is “check-ins,” a model created
by Foursquare that offers deals, discounts or other perks
when customers geo-locate themselves at a particular destination. While that can lead to becoming the “mayor” of a
location, the Foursquare app has evolved from just a fun
game with friends to a business communication tool.
Retailers can offer updates and create specials for customers
to see. Its new Local Update feature is particularly relevant
for chain restaurants and retailers. Foursquare will automatically share updates with customers who have liked the retailer or checked in several times whenever they’re in the same
city as another location.
CPGs and media properties can also get involved by creating a branded Foursquare page and build a following, offer
content and suggest interactions in the real world. Those
interactions are important because physical check-ins are
Foursquare’s relevance play.
The company recently began selling “promoted updates”

to brands. Similar to Google promoted listings or Twitter’s
promoted tweets, the updates enable merchandisers to push
content to the top in the “Explore” section when users are
looking for something. The ads are tailored for relevance via
places you’ve been, places your friends have been and liked,
or what’s nearby. At the airport, for instance, said Steve
Rosenblatt, Foursquare’s chief revenue officer, a checked-in
user looking up car rentals might get a Hertz-promoted
update with an offer of a 20% discount on a car rental.
“A retailer with 1,000 chains can push out an update to
anyone nearby one of its stores, or it can be a national message, or it can be specific to a geography like New York,”
Rosenblatt said.
While commerce and coupons via smartphones can be a
bit of a work-in-progress, Foursquare has struck a relationship with American Express that takes away the need for
scanning phones or typing in credit card numbers. Users who
sync their AmEx account to Foursquare will see different
offers; for instance, checking into a restaurant on the Upper
East Side in Manhattan, they’ll get a notice of spend $24, save
$5. The user can then unlock the deal, and it will show up as
a credit on his or her AmEx statement.
All of these efforts and plays are variations on loyalty programs. It’s ultimately about getting at the holy grail: a local
bond that creates a truly singular shopper experience.
“Localization is one element of personalization. The ultimate local strategy is to speak one-to-one with customers
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LOYALTY
CLUB
Kroger sends unique
offers to each of its 9
million members

and tailor offers to the individual,” said Matt Nitzberg, exec
VP-communications and media at Dunnhumby, an analytics
firm that uses data to personalize retailers and brands. Kroger
is one of its key clients (since 2002), but its list also includes
brands such as Coca-Cola, Proctor & Gamble, Unilever,
Johnson & Johnson, PepsiCo and GlaxoSmithKline.
“The fundamental idea is to be relevant and respectful to
consumers. Build around what the customers value and
respond to that,” he said. (See Changing the Marketing Mindset.)
Dunnhumby uses individual shopper experiences, that is,
purchase data, from loyalty programs, for instance, to create
highly targeted communications to customers, as well as
offers on products and categories that they care most about.
That loyalty marketing goes beyond typical local efforts tailored to ZIP code and even store-specific promotions because
it can reach each shopper directly by digital means. Nitzberg
said it’s a strategy that “starts with the customer and works
up, rather than by ZIP code or even by store and working
down.”
Of course, that level of personalization, and the need for it,
is different for every marketer or retailer.The question to ask,
he said, is what level of personalization is most efficient and
effective for my brand?
In the case of Kroger, when it sends an email or digital
message to 9 million loyalty-club members, no two are the
same—each receives a uniquely personalized communication
with different products and offers that are relevant to them
based on purchase history.
It’s working for Kroger. While the average industry
response rates for direct mail are between 0% and 3%,
Kroger’s targeted communications have produced response
rates of up to 70%, Nitzberg said.
Brands can do similar programs by integrating customer
20
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relationship management with loyalty data into a single
database, he said.
“[A] single-source database allows brands to quantify the
incremental benefit of loyalty-driven activities. It also
[allows] brands to customize creative, target consumers and
evaluate campaigns based on category, brand, SKU and customer level in addition to demographics, price sensitivity,
behavioral segments and location,” Nitzberg said, adding that
the average brands will see an incremental sales lift between
2% and 5%.
“It’s fair to say that most retailers have had a store orientation, while most CPG brands have had more of a brand orientation,” Nitzberg said. “However, the common ground and
the chance for better collaboration and better way of thinking about [marketing] is to shift to a customer or shopper orientation.”
That does create a new challenge for both, though, he said.
“The challenge over time is to win the consumer or shopper’s
opt-in choice. If they receive emails that are not relevant or
respectful, at first they may just delete those. But if they keep
receiving them, they may choose to opt out. Consumers are
going to be their own brand managers.”
Some of that is, in fact, already happening. A Wall Street
Journal story in March about retailers and shoppers’ email
burnout cited researcher Responsys, which found that the top
100 e-commerce retailers in the United States sent an average of 177 emails each per year, up 87% since 2007.
Correspondingly, email open rates are down 34%, and so are
click-through rates, down 28% from the first half of 2007 to
the first half of 2011.
The lesson? Local marketing is evolving into a great way
to reach your customers with a friendly “tap on the shoulder” reminder or offer. Just be wary of tapping them until
they’re black-and-blue.

Recommendation and Review Sites
Social review sites can make or break a small business.
A study by small-business marketing consultant
Marchex found that 80% of small-business web searches
pointed to review or recommendation sites rather than the
small businesses’ own websites. However, national brands
are increasingly aware of the power of recommendation sites
and including them in their marketing strategies.
Darnell Holloway, Yelp’s manager of local business outreach, said, “According to a recent survey from BrightLocal,
85% of consumers used the internet to find local businesses
in the last 12 months. Another study conducted by Nielsen
found that 70% of respondents trust consumer opinions
posted online. These two data points indicate that now more
than ever, consumer recommendation sites like Yelp can
serve as a powerful tool to help businesses connect with
potential customers.”
Chili’s Grill & Bar, with social-media specialist Fancorps,
transformed its famous “Chilihead” fan base into a
“Chilihead Nation” of advocates across social-media beginning last October. The chain restaurant had plenty of “likes”
on Facebook, but wanted to go further than that. Fancorps,
based in Dallas, created a Chilihead Nation destination
where fans can sign up through Facebook and Twitter and
then earn points for things like posting tweets or pictures of
food while eating at a Chili’s restaurant or checking in on
Foursquare. The points can be redeemed for merchandise
and gift cards. Customers can also download a Chilihead
Nation app via iTunes to share Chili’s experiences on the go.
And while Chili’s offers to Chilihead Nation members 50
points for posting a review on Yelp, it does not try to tell
them what to write, advising only “write a review with your
thoughts on the food, service, and anything else you think is
relevant to your visit.”
There are rules (or guidelines) to engagement that apply
just as in any other marketing or promotions, and that goes
for national brands as well as local brands.
Never write fake or made-up reviews, known as “astroturfing.” The brands or people who have done it are almost
always called out. In 2010, for instance, the Federal Trade
Commission filed a complaint against public-relations
agency Reverb Communications over accusations that
agency employees acted as “ordinary customers” to post
positive reviews for a client’s video games on iTunes.
However, that said, it is fine, and even advisable, to
request that real customers post a recommendation or
review if they’ve indicated they like your service. Also do
address negative reviews promptly and courteously, but
choose your battles. That is, not every customer will be satisfied and sometimes you’ll just have to let one go.

CHILIHEAD NATION
Fans of Chili’s Grill & Bar earn points for posting pictures of food while
eating at Chili’s or checking in on Foursquare.
Hundreds of review and recommendation sites are up
and running, some focused on categories, like Goodreads for
books and TripAdvisor for travel. Other review sites, like
Judy’s Book and Angie’s List, are more geared to serve small
mom-and-pop brands and retailers offering things like
home repair and health care.
Keeping track of all the comments on the myriad platforms is no easy task, but companies like Bazaarvoice and
Yext offer review-monitoring and aggregation tools. Childcare company Goddard Systems wants to ensure that each
local franchise is able to gather and post its own reviews and
comments, and uses Yext for reputation monitoring.
“Online reputation is extremely important to Goddard’s
business model, and the addition of reputation monitoring
has enabled us to have better insight into each location’s
online presence,” said Elana Snyder, account executive at
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Brooks Advertising, Goddard’s in-house ad agency.
The following are some of the recommendation sites that
big brands should be aware of and understand how to use.
GOOGLE+ LOCAL
Known as Google Places until early this summer, the
revamped Google+ Local integrates into users’ Google+
accounts and allows them to post directly, as well as see
friends’ and others’ posts, photos and reviews about a
“place.” The listings now include Zagat ratings—Google
bought Zagat last year—and in fact, uses the familiar Zagat
30-point scale to apply to local places. Users
grade a place on a sliding zero-to-three scale,
which Google then averages and multiplies by
10. The result displays either as a single overall score, or as scores with multiple aspects,
like restaurants with food, decor and service
ratings.

YAHOO LOCAL LISTINGS
What began as simple online listings with addresses
and phone numbers have blossomed into reviews, services
and tips down to the neighborhood level. Listings are free,
but enhanced listings, which include photos, descriptions
and the ability to offer coupons and deals are $9.95 per
month.

CITYGRID MEDIA
CityGrid, owned by IAC/InterActiveCorp, has gathered a handful of review, content and listing websites,
pulling together a cross-section of specialty
areas. Marketers can advertise across the
CityGrid network, which includes sites such
as MerchantCircle, Superpages.com, Ask.com
and MapQuest. We looked at three of the
others:
Citysearch is the granddaddy of review
sites, around now for 16 years, and is the
more general of the three CityGrid properFACEBOOK
ties. Its reviews focus on things to do in cities,
Like Google, the social network is everyincluding hotels, restaurants, spas, bars and
where. Recommendations on Facebook come
shopping. Reviews can come from consumers
in the form of “likes,” of course, but also in
It’s advisable to
in any city, but larger metro areas tend to be
recommendation boxes on business pages and
request that real
better covered. The site has been criticized for
in general comments and casual reviews that
not actively courting reviews, and just waitcan be harder to track. Facebook recently
customers post a
launched paid search in the form of
recommendation or ing for consumers to submit reviews.
Insider Pages, began as a local online read“Sponsored Results.” When a user searches
review if they’ve
er-submitted review site in 2004, and has
for a brand that has bought into the program,
indicated they like
evolved into a national listings site with
that listing will show up first in the search
your service.
reviews, which specialize in health care since
results under the bold headline “Sponsored,”
Address negative
it partnered with HealthGrades two years
followed by pages and apps for the other,
reviews promptly
ago.
It
leans
on
its
tagline
unpaid categories it may also fall under. A
and courteously,
“Recommendations that matter most” with a
recent search for “Zynga” brought up two
but choose your
doctor-finder box and information promisponsored games at the top, followed by three
battles.
Not every
nent on the front page. Its database has more
apps and three pages. However, the sponsored
customer will be
than 1.3 million doctor reviews.
tab isn’t always connected to the brand. A
Urbanspoon is all about local restaurants
Starbucks search brought up two sponsored
satisfied and
and it features consumer, blogger and profesoffers—one for an American Express and
sometimes you’ll
sional reviews. It began offering reservations
Travelocity vacation and another for a filmjust have to let
two years ago and is now associated with
making competition.
one go.
4,000 restaurants, although that lags behind
competitor OpenTable. It has also added feaYELP
tures such as “Trending” to note which local restaurants
Yelp reviews span the gamut from mom-and-pops to
are becoming popular.
national brands, but the word-of-mouth potential is equal.
Whether raving about Ted’s Bar and Grill or the nearby
FOURSQUARE
Olive Garden, positive attention attracts others. And with 80
What began as a check-in site has evolved into a recommillion unique visitors every month and more than 30 milmendation engine. Its data set, from 20 million users and 2
lion reviews, Yelp is a veteran (since 2005) in the recommenbillion check-ins, helps it offer better recommendations—
dation space, and is especially influential for restaurants and
places and things consumers will like based on past history.
entertainment venues, mostly concentrated in the United
It has also become a closed-loop social network of sorts,
States in 20 or so large metro areas. Be aware that there is a
with time lines, the ability to add bios to pages and, of
big foodie population that may disdain chain restaurants.
course, recommendations for friends and other nearby
Yelp also sells advertising, including display, video, search
readers with its “Explore” feature.
and deals, which can be targeted by category and/or location.
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Get Started
So what is a national brand to do about local? We offer two words: Get
started.If you’re not already investing in local,it’s definitely time to begin.
Just how to do that will vary by marketer. Start by asking
some questions about what it is you want to do with local.
Do you want to reach new customers or do more business
with current customers? Do you want to imbue each store
location with local flavor or would you rather make the local
branches work more ubiquitously together? Do you want to
prove ROI for bigger branding efforts or do you want to use
local data to change up or add to product lines?
David Mihm, a search marketing consultant and allaround smart guy in this space (see his graphic, The Local
Search Ecosystem, on page 4 and tips on page 6), suggests
getting some help. That’s not as self-serving as it sounds as
he’s not taking on any new clients right now, but rather
just advice to get a second opinion.
“There are a lot of smart individual consultants out there,
so spend a few dollars getting them to give you an audit of
where you are and where you need to go,” Mihm said.
“They’re not looking for the long-term (client relationship)
because they can’t take on someone with thousands of locations, so they have no ulterior motive in suggesting whether
you should use an agency, or one agency over another, or
just what direction you should take.”
Even marketers who go out with an RFP to hire help in
the local space may be jumping the gun. If they’re not asking the right questions or giving the right directive for that
particular brand, they’re just wasting money.
That said, there are definitely initial housekeeping
issues national marketers can begin to tackle, either with
help or without.
Sears Hometown & Outlet CMO Buckley’s advice
about getting to and maintaining good digital and listings
hygiene is a good place to begin. Start by claiming locations
on the bigger and better-known services for listings and
services with geo-locating, including Google+, Facebook,
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Yelp, Foursquare, YP.com, Yahoo and Bing, for instance.
Optimizing them is the next step, although that may
require some professional help.
“With all the buzz around social and mobile, the local
story can get lost and quite frankly the opportunities are
huge. For any marketer, these opportunities are to localize
and drive deeper engagement; get better performance of its
media spend; and enable connections between the offline and
online worlds. Engaging store managers, owners, regional
marketing organizations is a powerful way to create personal, rich, local marketing messages that will compel consumers to take action,” Yext’s Sturgis said. “Marketers need
tools, partners and platforms that make the formerly impossible, possible.” She recommends a local component be added
across multiple media budgets, including brand, listings
presence, SEM and display.
“Consumer habits and media use have changed radically
and advertisers simply have to find new ways to reach audiences,” said Mark Fratrik, BIA/Kelsey. “Right now there are
companies like Macy’s, Best Buy, H&M, Starbucks and
Procter & Gamble that are already testing and marketing in
the local space. But there is a much larger group, the rest of
the continuum, that is still in consideration mode and beginning to move to the adoption phase. … If they wait too long,
they may miss the boat.”

Beth Snyder Bulik is a freelance journalist who has worked for Advertising
Age on staff and off since 1996. She has covered beats from toys and
digital marketing to advertising agencies and consumer electronics. She
currently writes mostly about technology and general marketing trends
for Ad Age. She lives in a small town in Pennsylvania where she also is coowner of a one-unit gourmet grocery store.
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Who is powering your local content?
Consumers are using 7.9 different media sources when shopping for products
or services locally. On average, 50% of all listings have an error in either name,
address, or phone number.
The Yext Platform puts national brands in direct control over their business
listings. Brands can instantly perform critical marketing functions like running
special deals, updating store hours or announcing new products from one
central place.

For more info: enterprise@yext.com

